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Preface
International Workshop on Coalgebraic Methods in Computer Science
(CMSC 2008)
This special issue of Information and Computation is dedicated to Coalgebraic Methods in Computer Science. It contains
selected papers from the International Workshop CMCS’08, which was held in Budapest, Hungary as a satellite workshop to
ETAPS’08.
The program committee of CMCS’08 which also selected the papers considered for this issue consisted of Jirˇí Adámek
(chair, Braunschweig), Corina Cîrstea (Southampton), Neil Ghani (Nottingham), H. Peter Gumm (Marburg), Bart Jacobs
(Nijmwegen), Clemens Kupke (co-chair, London), Alexander Kurz (Leicester), Ugo Montanari (Pisa), Larry Moss (Bloom-
ington), John Power (Bath), Jan Rutten (Amsterdam), Lutz Schröder (Bremen), Tarmo Uustalu (Tallinn), Yde Venema (Ams-
terdam), and Hiroshi Watanabe (Osaka).
In recent years, coalgebraic phenomenahave been identified innumerous areas of computer science, including semantics,
concurrency theory, functional programming, automata theory, behavioral specification, modal logic, and game theory, to
name just a few, as well as in the foundations of mathematics. Out of these applications, the study of coalgebras has grown
into a field of its own, with a rich theory, a growing body of research and challenging questions. The theory of coalgebras has
reached a level ofmaturity that enables researchers in coalgbra to present their work towider audiences atmajor theoretical
computer science conferences. Nevertheless, since its foundation in 1998, CMCS has maintained its vital role as focal point
of scientific exchange for researchers in coalgebra. As a yearly event, it has been held in Lisbon, Amsterdam, Berlin, Genoa,
Grenoble, Warsaw, and Barcelona. Starting from 2004, CMCS is held bi-anually, alternating with CALCO, the Conference on
Algebra and Coalgebra in Computer Science. In 2006, CMCS took place in Vienna, in 2008, in Budapest.
The seven papers of this volume represent a cross-section of current research in the field of coalgebra:
• coalgebraic specification: categorical semantics for recursivealgebraic specificationsandcorecursivedefinitionschemes,
• automata theory: coalgebraic representation of subsequential transducers and history-dependent automata,
• coalgebra and logic: proof theory of coalgebraicmodal logic, coequational logic for coalgebras and logics for coalgebras
over many-sorted sets.
We hope that the spotlights set by the articles in this issue will be of interest not only to specialists, but may also alert a
wider group of interested readers to identify coalgebraic phenomena in their own field of research.
Thanks are due to the speakers at the conference, to the program committee and all referees, and also to Albert Meyer,
managing editor of Information and Computation for his encouragement and support in preparing this issue.
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